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Enduring Problematic Content in 2021-22 Palestinian Authority Education 
   

 

Background: 

The 2021 report by the Georg Eckert Institute on Palestinian Authority textbooks (henceforth referred to as 

the GEI report) identified several key areas of problematic content, namely among these were antisemitic 

tropes and the glorification of violence. In addition, the GEI report and IMPACT-se research have 

respectively identified: material on the peace process was removed from the pre-2016 curriculum; lessons on 

human rights which demonize and dehumanize the Israeli Other; gratuitous insertion of violence into science 

and math lessons; and textbooks which promote a narrative of ongoing violent resistance to the occupation 

and shun non-violent means or peaceful resolution to the conflict. The GEI report noted a handful of 

examples, and IMPACT-se published a list of 110 selected examples of this problematic material remaining 

in PA-issued textbooks. 

 

Changes to PA Textbooks: 

The new curriculum introduced by the PA in 2016 is empirically a deterioration from its previous iteration. 

However, the GEI report dubiously argued that PA textbooks improved between 2020-21 school years, 

based on only fifteen examples analyzed. IMPACT-se found and GEI acknowledged (footnotes 383, 384, 

391, 393 of GEI report) that A) some unverified 2020-21 books referenced in the study, and therefore 

changes in them, were never printed nor taught to Palestinian students, B) changes characterized by GEI as 

improvements remain highly volatile, C) the GEI report ignored remaining lessons similar or identical to 

those they claimed were removed, such as calculating numbers of ‘martyrs’, and D) IMPACT-se’s analysis 

of changes in 2020-21 books found numerous deteriorations from the 2019-20 versions. A selected example 

list shows over 100 lessons violating UNESCO standards that remained in the 2020-21 textbooks – hence 

the call by the EU and others for further revisions. 

 

No New Textbooks for 2021-22 School Year: 

For the first time, the PA has not created or issued new textbooks for the current school year – meaning that 

all remaining problematic lessons identified in 2020-21 books by the GEI report and IMPACT-se research 

are still being taught to students. This contradicts assurances that improvements would be made in 

accordance with the findings of the GEI report and the ongoing dialogue between the PA and its 

international partners. Books printed for the 2021-22 school year are identical to those from the previous 

year, even bearing the seal from the Ministry of Education (MoE) on the copyright page that these are 2020-

21 books, and in some cases, even those from 2019-20 (see Appendix 1). This is also the case for digital 

versions of the textbooks available on the MoE’s three online platforms (Rawafed, Elearn, and PCDC). This 

is consistent with multiple statements by Palestinian Prime Minister Shtayyeh that the PA rejects calls to 

conform its textbooks to international standards. 

 

New MoE Material for 2021-22 Directs Students to Problematic Lessons: 

The MoE produced new educational content in August 2021 – two sets of “study cards” designed to 

supplement the textbooks currently in use (meaning those of the previous school year). The cards are 

intended for use in the first semester of the 2021-22 school year, divided into two parts. The first set of these 

cards is divided by grade and subject (82 files of study cards, ranging from 40 to 70 pages each), whereas 

the second set is divided only by grade, with all subjects included therein (14 files, each ranging from 100 to 

400 pages). Overall, the MoE produced between 6,000 and 10,000 new pages of material; IMPACT-se is 

still in the process of analyzing this corpus, which is roughly equal in size to all the textbooks in the 
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curriculum. An initial sample shows these study cards both direct students to and repeat lessons identified in 

PA textbooks that blatantly violate UNESCO standards (see list below and Appendix 2 for examples). 

Offending lessons in the 2021-22 study cards include but are not limited to: 

• Teaching “Jihad for the liberation of Palestine is a private obligation for every Muslim” 

• Teaching that those who die as martyrs killing infidels, will receive grace and be greatly rewarded 

• Calling directly for violence against Israelis at the al Aqsa Mosque 

• Teaching armed resistance is a right under international law (also flagged by the GEI report) 

• Directing students to an antisemitic drawing of a hand with a star of David holding a globe 

• Using a slingshot (with an image from the intifada) to teach laws of physics 

• Teaching the Geneva Convention with an image of corpses, accusing Israel of mass murder 

• Erasing Israel entirely from maps in teaching geography lessons on the borders of Palestine 

• Glorifying the founder of the violent Jihadi movement in Palestine Izz ad-Din al-Qassam, after 

which the military wing of the Hamas terror organization is named 

• Teaching about the parameters for taking infidels prisoner under Islam, which does not even appear 

in the corresponding textbook 

• Teaching an antisemitic trope that Zionists (in context a euphemism for Jews) manipulate global 

politics and act as agents of European colonialism 

 

Conclusions: 

This information leaves one with two key observations: first, the PA did not revise its curriculum (for the 

first time ever) despite promises to various international partners they would do so; and second, the MoE is 

still investing resources in producing and teaching violent and hateful content in the current school year. The 

continued teaching problematic content negates assurances and hopes that an understanding has been 

reached regarding the appropriate use of resources provided to the PA by its various international partners.  

In Arabic-language media, PA officials repeatedly declare they refuse to amend material which is at the core 

of Palestinian identity, such as the plight of refugees, the Nakba, and the hardships of living under 

occupation – despite the fact that this is not the material identified as problematic in the GEI report and by 

IMPACT-se. Rather, both organizations have raised concerns over material which openly and blatantly 

stands in opposition to UNESCO standards, including antisemitism, glorification of violence, and a rejection 

of ending conflicts peacefully through negotiation and reconciliation.  

Lessons that were present in the curriculum before 2016 – about the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, 

Jewish history in the region, and more – were all creations of the PA and the MoE, which were taught 

alongside lessons on Palestinian identity and nationalism. While the previous curriculum was far from 

perfect, there is little doubt that the textbooks subsequently created by the PA have shifted dramatically 

toward radicalization in what is seemingly a matter of dedicated policy.  

Moreover, modifications made since 2016 in many cases significantly deteriorated the textbooks to move 

even further away from meeting UNESCO standards of peace and tolerance. IMPACT-se’s May 2021 report 

reviewing changes made in the 2020–21 Palestinian Authority curriculum found that the vast majority of the 

adjustments were minimal and problematic material remained intact, or in some cases, made worse. 

European supporters of the Palestinian education sector must make clear that financial assistance cannot be 

abused in ways that not only harm the prospect of a peaceful resolution to the conflict, but also violate the 

values and ideals held dear by those providing the support. 
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Appendix 1  

 

2020-21 Textbooks Reprinted for 2021-22 School Year (sample) 

  

Note:  The exterior of the back cover of textbooks features the year of printing – 2021 (or 2022) on the 

back cover indicates (marked with a yellow box) they are intended for use in the 2021-22 school 

year. The inside copyright information page features the year of publication/edition (marked with a 

red box), which shows that these are the 2020 editions of the PA textbooks. 

 

Arabic Language, Grade 8, Semester 1 

 
 

 

 

 

Islamic Studies, Grade 3, Semester 1 (this back cover page specifies it is for the 2021-22 school year) 
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History, Grade 11, Semester 1 (in this copyright page, it says 2020 edition, printed in 2021) 

 
 

 

Math, Grade 4, Semester 1 
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Appendix 2 

 

2021-22 Study Cards Created by the Palestinian Authority Ministry of Education 

 

The 2021–2022 Semester 1 study cards were uploaded to Rawafed Educational Platform (rawafed.edu.ps), 

which serves as the Palestinian Ministry of Education’s official platform for online learning.1 In general, 

they cover all school subjects taught in Palestinian schools and are prepared for all grades 1–12, including 

elective tracks taught in high school (10–12); however, not all individual textbooks have an equivalent 

online study card. On the platform, the cards are published separately for the first and second quarter of the 

first semester; as of yet, no second semester cards have been published. 

The study cards all bear the signature of Dr. Mahmud Amin Matar and the General Administration for 

Supervision and Educational Training in the Palestinian Ministry of Education, of which Dr. Matar is the 

chief executive. The cards’ cover page further reads “Gaza, 2021/2022,” and many of them are more 

specifically dated August 2021.2  

The cards each contain a preface introducing them as “a set of cards which accompany the textbook,”3 and 

elaborating that they “focus on presenting basic concepts and skills as relates to each class and subject in a 

simplified manner, so as to aid students in comprehending them.”4 It is explained that the cards were 

prepared in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and the shutdown of schools.5 

The cards are produced in conjunction with a YouTube channel titled “Rawafed Educational Channel,” 

created in December 2020, which likewise carries the logo of the Palestinian Ministry of Education.6 The 

channel has over 600 videos uploaded, containing educational content for grades 1–12 in all official school 

subjects, with the exception of Islamic education and social studies. Most of the videos are ten to twenty 

minutes long and feature a teacher verbally explaining the contents of a particular study card. The videos are 

uploaded on a weekly basis, and the channel is still uploading new content as of November 2021.  

The Rawafed platform also has an accompanying Facebook page, which likewise features videos and 

explanations about the cards as well as news about newly-uploaded publications.7  

 

Images of Study Cards for Mathematics, Grade 1, First Quarter of Semester 1 2021-22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 http://rawafed.edu.ps/portal/elearning/spage/aboutus 
2 For example: Arabic Language cards for Grade 2, Semester 1 2021–2022, quarter 1, p. 3 (unpaginated). 
3 Semester 1 2021–2022, quarter 1 cards, p. (5) هـ. 
4 Ibid., p. (2) ب. 
5 Semester 2 2021–2022, quarter 2 cards, p. 1. 
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XaClQfMcxo  
7 https://www.facebook.com/rawafed.channal  

http://rawafed.edu.ps/portal/elearning/spage/aboutus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XaClQfMcxo
https://www.facebook.com/rawafed.channal
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Images of Study Cards for Arabic Language, Grade 9, First Quarter of Semester 1 2021-22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 10, Phase 2, Card 11, p. 19, 2021-22 

This study card directs students to a lesson and repeats the message that jihad “for the liberation of 

Palestine” is “a private obligation for every Muslim.”  The lesson in the 2020 textbook is a deterioration 

from its previous 2019 version, which did not include the words “for the liberation of Palestine.” 

 

Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 10, Phase 2, 

Card 11, p. 19, 2021-22 

Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 10, 2020, p. 

72. 

 
I will contemplate: page 72: 

In what circumstances does Jihad for the sake of 

Allah for the liberation of Palestine become a 

private obligation for every Muslim? 

 
I will contemplate : 

In what circumstances does Jihad for the sake of 

Allah for the liberation of Palestine become a 

private obligation for every Muslim? 

 

 

2. Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 9, Phase 1, Card 1, p. 1, 2021-22. 

Students are taught that those who die as martyrs (shuhadaa’) while killing infidels (kuffaar; i.e. 

Christians, Jews, polytheists) will receive God’s grace and rewards. This lesson is not contextualized 

within a historic setting, thus understood to be applicable to the present day. 

 

Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 9, Phase 1, 

Card 1, p. 1, 2021-22. 

Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 9, 2020, p. 13. 
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Among the Rules of Jihad and Prisoners: 

1- Declaring war on the infidels who prevent 

people from entering Islam. 

2- Stopping killing them once they are 

weakened, and taking them as prisoners. 

3- Rules of prisoners: either treat them with 

kindness, or ransom them. 

 

The Wisdom behind the Obligation of Fighting 

– Testing the Believers and Distinguishing 

them from the Hypocrites: 

Allah Almighty has prepared great benefit, a 

big reward for the martyrs. 

Allah Almighty aids the believers and defends 

them, whereas the infidels have none to aid 

them. 

 

The Wisdom behind Fighting the Infidels: 

Allah has informed that he is capable of 

annihilating and killing the enemies. However, he 

commanded to fight them, for several reasons: 

1. Allah wishes to distinguish between the truthful 

and others, such as the hypocrites in fighting 

against infidels. 

2. Allah wants to take martyrs from among the 

believers and honor them by martyrdom, to forgive 

their sins and raise their class in Paradise. Allah 

said: “And the martyrs with their Lord. For them 

is their reward and their light” (Surat al-

Hadid:19). The messenger of Allah, peace be upon 

him, said: “Their souls are in the inside of green 

birds roaming freely in paradise where they 

please, then taking shelter in lanterns suspended 

from the throne” (narrated by Muslim). 

 

 

3. Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 5, Phase 2, Card 11, p. 19, 26, 2021-22. 

The card poses questions to students about “dangers” threatening the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, and 

what is the students’ “duty” towards the mosque. The correct answers, as suggested by the card, include 

falsely asserting that Israel (“the Zionist Occupation”) is digging under the Al-Aqsa Mosque and 

prevents Muslims from praying inside it. They also contain a clear call for students to commit violent 

jihad and die as martyrs (istishhaad) to “liberate” the mosque, which constitutes an unambiguous 

incitement for violence. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What are the dangers that threaten the Al-Aqsa 

Mosque? 

2. What is our duty to Al-Aqsa Mosque? 

 

 

 

 

Answers (p. 26) 

 

1. Excavations underneath the Al-Aqsa Mosque, the tyrannical Zionist Occupation, the deportation of 

the original Palestinian inhabitants, the prevention of Muslims from praying there. 

2. Protecting and defending it, chasing away the Occupation, committing jihad and dying as a martyr 

for the sake of liberating it, making sure to pray inside it. 
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4. Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 9, Phase 1, Cards 6-7, pp. 17-18, 2021-22. 

Students are told to discuss the legitimacy of armed resistance, distinguishing it from crime or terrorism; 

as noted in the GEI report, the ‘right of armed resistance’ is presented in textbooks as enshrined in 

international law, despite the fact that no such law or norm exists.8 The card inserts pictures and text 

from the original textbook about the development of Palestinian armed resistance. Presenting armed 

resistance as a legitimate, legal right encourages students to support or partake in it – and this is 

reinforced by other messages like those featured in the previous examples from Islamic studies. 

 

Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 9, Phase 1, Cards 

6-7, pp. 17-18, , 2021-22 

Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 9, 2020, pp. 35, 

37–40. 

 

 
Look at the photos in groups (A) and (B) and 

draw conclusions regarding the forms of 

resistance. 

 

An open discussion in the classroom: 1- when is 

resistance a legitimate right? 

2- Is resistance directed only toward an 

occupation? 

 

Homework: Writing a report in which resistance 

is separated from crime and terrorism. 

 

The Palestinian armed resistance began with the 

beginning of Zionist immigration to Palestine in 

the late 19th century, which escalated with its 

increase, and it later transformed into political 

and military activity, and uprisings with the 

start of the British Mandate. The resistance 

operations kept on going after the issuing of the 

Partition Plan and the Zionist Occupation of 

Palestine in 1948, as the PLO has adopted 

armed resistance ever since its creation. 

 

 
[Left side:] 

The right of peoples to self-determination and 

their right to resist occupation and foreign rule, 

including resorting to the use of an armed force, 

are natural and legitimate, especially after the 

general international law banned occupation . 

Forms of Resistance Against Colonialism in the 

Arab World and in Palestine : 

Activity 2-a: We will read the passage that 

follows, note the pictures, deduce, and answer : 

 'It is the right of any people captive under 

foreign occupation to use armed force for their 

freedom, independence, and right to self-

determination'. 

1 .We will recall the form of resistance 

mentioned in the text and image . 

2 .We will draw conclusions about the position 

of the General Assembly regarding the armed 

struggle of peoples who are undergoing the 

burden of occupation . 

3 .We will discuss the degree of conformity in 

the decision to the continuation of the Zionist 

occupation in Palestine 

 
8 Georg Eckert Institute for International Textbook Research, Report on Palestinian Textbooks, 2021, pp. 63, 64. 
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4 .We will draw conclusions about the impact 

left by the Palestinian resistance against the 

Zionist Occupation . 

[Right side:] 

The Palestinian armed resistance began with the 

beginning of Zionist immigration to Palestine in 

the late 19th century, which escalated with its 

increase, and it later changed to political and 

military activity, and uprisings with the start of 

the British Mandate. The most prominent of 

Palestinian uprisings include the 1929 al-Buraq 

uprising, the 1935 Sheikh Izz ad-Din al-Qassam 

uprising, and the general strike that is 

considered to be the longest strike in history. 

The resistance operations kept on going after the 

issuing of the Partition Plan and the Zionist 

Occupation of Palestine in 1948, as the PLO has 

adopted armed resistance ever since its creation 

in 1965 . 

1  - We will categorize the types of nonviolent 

resistance through the text and the pictures 

above . 

2- We will mention other types of nonviolent 

resistance. 

 

*Yellow highlight indicates identical content in both the original PA textbook and the supplementary card  

 

 

5. History, Vol. 1, Grade 11, Phase 1, Card 5, p. 11, 2021-22. 

A 2021 supplementary history card directs students to content that implies that Jews control the world, 

using classic antisemitic imagery of an arm with a prominent Star of David in what appears to be the 

Israeli flag holding a globe. 

 

History, Vol. 1, Grade 11, Phase 1, Card 5, p. 

11, 2021-22. 

History, Vol. 1, Grade 11, 2020, p. 9. 

 
Dear Students, read the educational summary, 

the answer the questions: 

Forms of Colonialism: Cultural […] 

 

For more, look at page 9 of the school 

textbook. 

 
Cultural Colonialism: The Most Dangerous 

Type of Colonialism, Because It Attacks the 

Spirit of the Nation and Its Beliefs. 
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6. Science and Life, Vol. 1, Grade 8, Phase 2, Card 15, p. 7, 2021-22. 

Students are taught how to use slingshots as part of a lesson on potential energy. This is reminiscent to 

content found in the original textbook in which there is a picture of a Palestinian using a slingshot during 

a conflict. 

 

Science and Life, Vol. 1, Grade 8, Phase 2, Card 15, 

p. 7, 2021-22. 

Science and Life, Vol. 1, Grade 8, 2020, p. 52. 

 
 

Activity 2: 

Dear student, you have near you several tools (A 

slingshot, a tennis ball, and an empty juice box.) 

Put the ball inside the slingshot’s rubber, then pull 

the slingshot and make the ball hit the box. 

Explain: the ball falling on the glass: 

The slingshot’s principle of action: 

(Note: we can substitute the slingshot with a game 

of bow and arrow.) 

 
Activity 4: Elastic Potential Energy : 

I will look at the following pictures, and then 

answer the following questions : 

1  - What energy transformations are 

happening in the tools that are explained in 

them [the pictures] ? 

2  - What safety precautions must be taken into 

account when using the tools that are 

explained in them [the pictures] ? 

Some materials, like rubber or spring, are 

characterized by their elasticity; their shape 

will change if they are affected by force, and 

then they will return to their original shape 

after the force causing the effect disappears. 

Elastic masses have elastic potential energy 

stored in them while being affected by an 

external force, making them stretch or 

compress. 
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7. Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 9, Phase 1, Card 5, p. 14, 2021-22. 

Students are taught that Israel systematically performs mass murder, shooting, and other violent acts as 

collective punishments; they are instructed to compare an article from the Geneva Convention to Israel’s 

“oppressive measures,” illustrated with pictures that include that of a pile of corpses. 

These images do not appear in the original textbook. 

 

 
 

Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention states that no person may be punished for an offence they 

have not personally committed. Collective penalties and likewise all measures of intimidation or of 

terrorism are prohibited. … According to the 1949 Geneva Convention, collective penalty is a war 

crime. 

 

- Let’s compare the text of Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the oppressive measures 

that are taken by the Zionist Occupation in Palestine. 
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8. Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 6, Phase 1, Card 2, p. 7, 2021-22. 

The size of Palestine and its borders are defined to children in a way that includes the entirety of Israel, 

thus erasing it from existence. 

The borders presented here are those of the historic British Mandate of Palestine (1922–1948), but the 

surrounding countries are entirely modern in name and borders, and many of the maps further erase 

Jewish cities and towns, even those which existed at the time. 

 

 Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 6, Phase 1, 

Card 2, p. 7, 2021-22 

Social Studies, Vol. 1, Grade 6, 2020, p. 54. 

 

 
Question 3A: write down the components of 

the map, as represented by the numbers: 

1. … 

2. … 

3. … 

4. …  

 

 
Activity (5): Observe, read and conclude: 

A- We will define the borders of Palestine from all 

four directions. 

B- We will name the Arab state neighboring 

Palestine, which isn’t from the Levant [Bilad Al-

Sham]. 

We have learned: 

Palestine: is the geographical area that extends from 

the Mediterranean Sea in the west, to the Jordan 

River in the East, and from Lebanon and Syria in the 

north to the Gulf of Aqaba and Egypt in the south, an 

area of approximately 27,000 km2 […] 
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9. Geography and Modern History of Palestine, Vol. 1, Grade 10, Phase 2, Card 8, p. 20, 2021-22. 

Students are presented with a picture – circled with a heart – of Izz ad-Din al-Qassam (1882–1935), a 

Muslim cleric known for advocating violence against Jews in British Palestine, and considered the 

founder of the violent Palestinian jihad movement, after whom the military wing of Hamas is named. 

They are to search for information and write about him, including the date of his death, which is referred 

to as “martyrdom” (istishhaad). 

 

 
 

Activity (2): Write an identification card about the person in the photo in front of you: 

Name: 

Nationality: 

Profession: 

Date of Martyrdom: 

Description: 

 

10. Islamic Education, Vol. 1, Grade 9, Phase 1, Card 1, p. 4, 2021-22. 

Religious content is used to insert political sentiments, as after learning Qur’anic verses about the rules 

of fighting infidels and taking them as prisoners, students are asked to compare the treatment prisoners 

receive in Islam to “the reality of the Palestinian prisoner in the Occupation’s prisons.” This task does 

not appear in the original PA textbook. 

 

 
 

3. In light of you learning the Verses, compare the treatment of a prisoner in Islam to the reality of the 

Palestinian prisoner in the Occupation’s prisons. 
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11. History, Vol. 1, Grade 11, Phase 1, Card 15, p. 33, 2021-22. 

Students are taught an antisemitic canard that Jews control politics. The card, like the textbook, teaches 

that Britain used different tactics to guarantee its influence in the region by employing the “Zionist 

influence in the United States” to urge the US to join Britain in the Second World War – which is 

implied to be the real motive behind Britain’s recognition of Jewish self-determination in Palestine (the 

Balfour Declaration). 

 

History, Vol. 1, Grade 11, Phase 1, Card 15, 

p. 33, 2021-22. 

History, Vol. 1, Grade 11, 2020, p. 36. 

 

 
 

The three approaches through which Britain 

sought to ensure its influence in the Levant 

and Iraq: 

The first approach: To negotiate with Sharif 

Hussein, the Emir of Hejaz (1915–1916 

Hussein-McMahon correspondence). The 

goal of the negotiations: to urge Sharif 

Hussein to declare a revolt against the 

Ottomans, in return for a promise that the 

Arab areas of the Arabian Peninsula, the 

Levant and Iraq would be made independent 

under his leadership. 

 

The second approach: To negotiate with 

France about the future of Iraq and the 

Levant; an agreement was reached in what is 

known as the 1916 Sykes-Picot pact. 

 

The third approach: To negotiate with the 

Zionist organization about the future of 

Palestine; what drove them to this negotiation 

was their pressing need to employ Zionist 

influence in the United States, to urge it to 

join the war on the side of Britain and its 

allies. This negotiation resulted with Britain 

issuing the Balfour Declaration. 

 

 
 

Britain took steps to guarantee its influence in the 

Levant and Iraq, by following three contradictory, 

conflicting approaches; it paid no heed to this 

contradiction, as it was concerned with achieving 

its goals and winning the war. The first approach 

was to negotiate with Sharif Hussein, the Emir of 

Hejaz (1915–1916 Hussein-McMahon 

correspondence), to urge him to declare a revolt 

against the Ottomans, in return for a promise that 

the Arab areas of the Arabian Peninsula, the Levant 

and Iraq would be made independent under his 

leadership. The second approach was to negotiate 

with France about the future of Iraq and the Levant; 

an agreement was reached in what is known as the 

1916 Sykes-Picot pact. The third approach was to 

negotiate with the Zionist organization about the 

future of Palestine; what drove them to this was 

their pressing need to employ Zionist influence in 

the United States, to urge it to join the war on the 

side of Britain and its allies. 

 

 

 


